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Outline

• Introduction to Wikis
• The Brave New Web
• Why Wikis?
• What are Wikis?
• Wiki-related Issues
• Demos



Walking Down the Memory Lane

• 1980-91: The bold new frontier
• 1992-1995: The wild, wild WWW
• 1996-1998: The WWW-rush
• 1999-2001: WWW or going bust
• 2002-Present: How the WWW was won
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Web 2.0?

• Definition of Web 2.0
• A term proposed by Tim O’Reilly to describe the

contemporary web
• Modern way of using it
• New tide of web applications
• “Second generation” web



Web 1.0 vs Web 2.0
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Web 1.0 vs Web 2.0

Web 1.0:
• HTML and HTTP rolled out from academia
• Standardization of different protocols
• Quickly commercialized

• The dot-com fever
• Later on, becomes the dot-com bubble



Web 1.0 vs Web 2.0

Web 2.0:
• Gradually developed

New things:
• LAMP model, Blogs, CMS, Wiki, Gmail, YouTube,

Skype, …

• A paradigm shift
• Human-centric and to connect people



Web 2.0 Meme Map



Phenomenon of Web 2.0

• Notes on PHP programming



Phenomenon of Web 2.0

• Referral invitation model of Gmail et al



Phenomenon of Web 2.0

• The success of YouTube



Phenomenon of Web 2.0

• The collective effort of Wikipedia



Old vs New

• User’s contribution: MSDN vs php.net



Old vs New

• Gmail vs Apple’s .Mac Mail vs. Hotmail/Yahoo Mail



Summary

• Technology-centric vs. User-centric
• Individualistic vs. Group Behavior
• Consumer vs. Producer
• Transactional vs. Relational
• Restrictive vs. Empowerment
• Top-down vs. Bottom-up
• People-to-Machine vs. People-to-People
• Search & browse vs. Publish & subscribe
• Closed application vs. Service-oriented

services
• Functionality vs. Utility
• Data vs. Value



How About Wiki?

• 1995: Ward Cunningham created the first wiki,
http://c2.com
• Inspired by Apple’s HyperCard
• Wikiwikiweb
• Wikiwiki is a Hawaiian word to mean quick

• Wiki is closer to the original idea of web by Tim
Berners-Lee: More like a notepad than a book

• Wiki = Wikipedia - pedia (knowledge content)



How About Wikipedia?

• 2001: Jimmy Wales and
Larry Sanger launched Wikipedia,
http://wikipedia.org
• The largest and most famous

project using wiki in the world
• Dec 2005: 50,000th Chinese article
• Mar 2006: 1 millionth English article
• 1.34 million independent articles (excluding translations)
• 13.6 edits per page in average
• > 2 million wikipedians
• 9000 requests per second
• > 700Mbit/s outgoing traffic



Wiki Advantages

• Free
• Open source
• Collaborative content management
• Decentralized control of centralized data
• Simple to set-up & maintain
• Simple to create and edit text
• Extensible functionalities
• Flexible structure (ontology)
• …



Corporate Success Stories

• Nokia has been using Socialtext wiki software for a year and a half
to facilitate information exchange within its Insight & Foresight
group.

• Yahoo uses Twiki software to help its development team overcome
the problems associated with working from a variety of separate
locations.

• Michelin China also uses Twiki as a knowledge management tool.
• Jean-Noel Simonnet, from the company's IT department, writes,

"Our purpose was to share ALL the information, procedures, setup
documents, so that we were less dependent on a particular staff
member knowledge, so that nobody in the team has any document
left in a personal directory.”

• Kodak, Cingular, Disney, Motorola, and SAP are also among the
notable companies with wiki success stories.



Wiki Checklist
Consider if

• To establish a company intranet
quickly and cheaply without sacrificing
functionality, security, or durability

• To publish a range of corporate
documents in one universally
accessible location and let employees
manage those documents with a
minimum of effort, lag, and risk of
redundancy

• To manage and organize meeting
notes, team agendas, and company
calendars.

• Need a project management tool that
is cheap (if not free), extensible, and
accessible through any Web browser.

• Need a central location where shared
documents can be viewed and revised
by a large and/or dispersed team.

Might not be useful if
• Need to use complex file formats.

Some wiki platforms can support only
text or HTML files.

• Don't have a staff member who can
take responsibility for its use. A wiki is
only as good as its ontology (or the
search engine it uses). You will need
somebody who can establish
conventions for naming pages and
maintaining links.

• The collaborative format isn't
appropriate for your group or
workplace. Peer review is not always
the best solution for content
management.

• Looking for an exchange of views.
Wikis are not the best tool for airing
opinions or carrying on conversations.
If that's your primary goal, use a blog
instead.



What Is Wiki?

• Wiki is defined as “the simplest online database
that could possibly work.”

• Wiki is a set of web pages that anyone--or at least
anyone with permission--can create or edit

• Wiki is an engine to convert wiki text into HTML
• There are many variant of wiki engines:

UseMod, Kwiki, Twiki, MoinMoin, PmWiki,
MediaWiki, DokuWiki, …



Wiki System Architecture

• Storage Backend (JDBC, Files)
• Wiki logic
• Glue between the user and storage
• A HTML frontend, often with a web framework
• A render engine that turns wiki markup into

XHTML/XML



How about wiki?

• Freshmeat has 162 projects named “wiki” as of
August 2006



Variety of Wikis



Comparing Wikis



Significance of Wiki

• Separating content
from presentation
• CSS: To take care

of the style and layout
• Wiki: A compact and

clean way to write
the content in plain
text format



Simplicity of Wiki

===== Web 1.0 vs Web 2.0 =====
  * Web 1.0: The old web
    * Early implementation of HTTP and HTML
    * Started by research and academia (e.g. CERN) but quickly
       captured by commercial
    * dot-com bubble
      * Interesting things: not dot-edu, dot-org, dot-net, but dot-com
  * Web 2.0: The new web
    * Started after the dot-com bubble bursted
    * Looking for a new definition of "web" when it is no longer a
       buzzword
    * Human-centric
      * Blogs
 * Wiki
      * Other CMS
      * Gmail
      * etc.
    * Web 2.0 means a paradigm to connect people
      * Evidence: The success of YouTube (http://www.youtube.com)



Example:
Syntax for Wikipedia

Pros
• Content-centric
• Simplicity

Cons
• Many formats
• Subtle differences
• Less powerful

Example of Wiki



Strength of Wiki Engines

• Text-based
• Easier to search, index and perform statistics
• Cost-effective to archive the content

• Permission control
• ACL (Access Control List)
• .htaccess

• Change logs
• Plain text makes us easier to find changes
• Easier to perform version control



Permission Control List



Change Logs



Wiki Usage

• Course homepages
• Easier to update and do minor editing

(e.g. homeworks, lecture notes)
• Reduce the workload on homepage maintainence

• Conference homepages
• Facilitates two-way communication and discussion on

research
• Example: http://sigcomm06.stanford.edu/discussion/



Wiki Usage

• Documentation and Collaboration
• Distributed working style
• Knowledge management and sharing
• Timely updating
• Revision control
• Example: Gentoo Linux Wiki



Business Tools

• JotSpot
• Started by the co-founders of Excite
• A cross between a wiki and a database
• Not open-source
• Additional features to handle forms and external data

• Socialtext
• Based on the open-source Kwiki
• Ships a standalone appliance with software installed

• Confluence
• Composed of almost exclusively of open-source libraries
• Provides licensees with the source code



Other Wiki(pedia)-related Issues

• Copyright
• Censorship
• Neutral Point of View (NPOV)
• Etiquette
• Vandalism
• Verifiability
• Governance
• Technical

• Scalability, flexibility, expressiveness, security



Other Interesting Development

• Personal wikis
• Wiki on a stick

• Wiki Farms
• Technical Issues

• Installations
• Portable devices
• Plugins
• Rendering
• Ontology
• Searching
• WikiSync



Wiki Farm



The Future of Web and Wiki

• Web 3.0?
• Swinging of the pendulum
• Convergence of monolithic businesses vs. distributed

individualism with group behavior?

• Wiki
• Incorporate more advanced technologies
• Wiki Mining of content, logs, temporal information,

etc.

Nothing great was ever achieved without
enthusiasm.
                               Ralph Waldo Emerson
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